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Plans study of med students

Cary Grant
Raymond Massey

U professor seeks assistants
John R. Graham, M.D., is
looking for two top-notch
research assistants to help him
with a project which will study
medical students, changes in their
attitudes during medical school,
and what kind of doctors t.hey
turn out to be,
Graham, assistant professor of
psychiatry at the UNM School of
Medicine, has a $40,000 contract
from the National Institutes of
Health, Division of Physician
Manpower, to study these
problems.
''I need two half-time persons,
preferably graduate students, for
these salaried positions," Graham
said. "We'd like students with a
strong interest in psychological
and sociological matters. If they
can combine these interests with a
strong statistical backgrouiJd it
would be an advantage."

I

The students need to start
immediately, and continue
working during the summer and
until the end of the contract next
March. Those interested may
contact Gerald Otis at 277-2521,
or Graham at 277-5416.
Graham already has collected
much information on the medical
students currently enrolled at
UNM, those who have graduated
in the first two years, and all
those who have applied to the
school during the past two years,
''This contract will help us
analyse our information, condense
it and put it into computer
format. A few other medical
schools are working on parts of
this same problem, an!j,. we are
very interested in being able to
share our w.ork with them," he
said.
People today seem to yearn for
the "old family doctor" who was

';;.,c:::"

always available and interested in
them and yet they also want a
highiy skilled technician who
stays abreast of the rapid
developments in research, Graham
said. He wants to find out how
the medical schools can produce
this type of doctor in the most
efficient manner.
His studies will look closely at
what changes occur in a student's
attitude during medical school,
and what kind of student makes
the most successful doctor.
Currently there is very little
information available about
student selection, the educational
process, and the continuing
education of the physician,
Graham said.
Assistant director of the project
will be Gerald D. Otis, assistant
professor in psychiatry at the
medical school.

Carnpus Briefs

New Mexico cities and towns.
It extends from downtown Los
Pt>titions for ASUNM Senate
are available in the student Angeles eastward through
Monterrey Park, West Covina, and
government offices.
Pomona.
An estimated 400,000
Petitions, which may be picked
people
would
be in the strip, or a
up on the second floor of the
figure
approaching
half that of the
Union, are due back at student
government offices by 5 p.m. entire state of New Mexico.
The aerial pictures were taken
April 5.
from
the 1950's through 1965,
ASUNM general elections
are
but
have
been assembled into one
April 24.
picture.
The exhibition was planned by
Bl ue I< ey smo ker
a UNM professor of architecture,
A smoker for applicants to Blue William Weismantel, and is
Key will be h~ld Tuesday, April 7f supported by the New Mexico
at 7:3q p.m. m room 250 A·B o
Arts Commission. It includes
the Um;>~· .
Bl
·-pictures taken by the U.S.
9uahfica,tJOns for ue ey, t e Department of Agriculture as well
semor mens honorary, are a~ least as others taken from a helicopter
a 2.75 gpa, three extra·curr1cular f th
h"b't'
activities, and 90 hours by the end
or e ex 1 1 Ion.
of this semester.
Improvement courses
Applications are available in the
Four
self-improvement
dean of men's office in the
courses-two
for men and two for
administration building.
women--will be offered starting
the week of April 5 by the UNM
YAF meeting
division
of continuing education.
The first organizational meeting
Classes
will be given from 7 to
of the Young Americans for
9
p.m.
one
night a week for six
Freedom (YAF) will be Monday,
weeks.
Men's
classes are on
April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in Union
Monday
or
Tuesday
and women's
room 250-C.
on Wednesday or Thursday, They
The meeting is limited to will be held at 9301 Candelaria
University students.
NE.
Course content for men
Photo exhibit
includes effective communication,
An exhibition of aerial personality development,
photographs of New Mexico, wardrobe, public relations and
being shown at the UNM Art salesmanship, grooming, speech,
Museum through April 5, has been and social behavior.
augmented with a 23 by
The women's course includes
three-foot assembly of photos instruction in grooming, make-up,
showing a birds-eye view of a long hair styling, wardrobe, figure
slash of the Los Angeles control, and visual poise.
metropolitan area.
· Enrollment is from 8 a.m. until
The picture was added as a noon, and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. at
contrast to those showing UNM's continuing education
different types of settlement in building at Yale and Lomas NE.

Petitions available

New society
Albuquel·que bas become the
birthplace of a new
organization-the American
Society for Neurochemistry
(ASN)-with Francis N. LeBaron
of the UNM School of Medicine as
its first pres1d ent.
The by-laws for the new group
were signed last week, when more
than 200 scientists from
throughout the United States,
Canada, Mexico, SWt'(len, and
England attended sessions at
~raton Western Skies.
The ASN has been founded by
Amer.ican members of the
International Society for
Neurochemistry, which meets
every two years.
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Grad job opportunities decrease

"'~~r~~',

Priscilla Lane
Josephine Hull

Placement director agrees with CPS report

From . the classic
Broadway play by
Joseph
Kesselring.
Produced and Di·
rected
by
Frank
Capra.

A brillion! comedy
based on the story of
twa dear old ladles
who have the tany
desire to end the existence of aU lonesome old men. Lured into their home under
the guise of renting rooms, the men meet their demise by meaos of a friendly glass of
elderberry wine liberally spiked with arsenic.

FRIDAY

ASUNM FILM
COMMITTEE
--

-

.

-

7 and 10 p.m.
SOC plus I, D,
- -·-·- .. -- ·---------

---

WHY DID 13 WOMEN WILLINGLY
OPEN THEIR DOORS TO THE
-BOSTON STRANGLER?
THIS IS A TRUE AND
REMARKABLE MOTION
PICTURE.

~

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

20th Century· Fox
presents:~

THE

BOSTON STRANGLER

Tony Curtis
Henry Fonda
George Kennedy t..:..:.::::::.~=
IC:fiii:N,U.Y

R(;~ii Fryer Richa~d· Fleischer Edward Anhalt
Panavislon· Color by DeLUxe

a&UD OM fHI!

G'erofCI Frank

ruk About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word, minimum ($1.40) per time nm, If ad is to
run five or 'more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to Oe
per word and the minimum number or
words to 10.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASStFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail,

Classified Ad~ertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment muat be made in full prior to insertion o! ndvertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

2)

LOST & FOUND

DANCE-MIME-SENSITIVITY Training.
525 Wellesley SE. Call 256-0141.
THE •ruRNING POINT.,....Coomic light
show. 525 Wellesley SE. Friday & Saturday, 8•11,

LOSE SOMETHING? To find it, try
Lobo Classified AdS,
BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the sun for
your lost items.

ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH-IN wants to
tape Pete Secgers "God Bless The Glass"
album. If you have it, p]eage call Lin at
265-1056.
ATTENTION' ORGANIZATIONS: Mirage
needs: picture iderttification on group
shots. Rm. 205 Journalism Bldg. lm·

5)

medinteJy.

LONELY? NEED A LISTENER? Per·
sonal, marital, family_ problems. United
Ministries_ Counseling- Scrvice1 1800 Sjg..
ma Chi NE 247·2720.
WANTED .TO BUY: small Yamaha or
Honda. Around $150 or 300 hamburbers.
Jack at Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE.
4/3
SING AND STRUJ\Ii: any stl'l1g instantly by
car.. Folk) rock_, -country._ Money back
guarantee. $2. postpaid. Guitar Method,
Box 65, Fenton, Mich. 48430. 4/2
'l'HUNDERBIRD CONTRlBUTORS: All
written work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journal·
ism Bldg.
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS~
AU art workg may now be. picked up at
nn. 20o Journalism Bldg., 9 a.m.-•4 p.m.
Monday-Friday,
SENIOR-lie sure to have your clasu plc•
ture taken for the' Mirage. No charl!'<>thrcc voses, three prints, Pictures. taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to
achedule.

FORSALE

1050 RENAULT. Rebuilt Engine. All new
Parts. Good condition. 898-3835.
1961 FORD Wngon. R/H. Good tires,
Needs work. 247-2565.
1U68 VW Sedan deluxe, excellent condition.
Originnl owner. $1495.00. 255·2162. 4/8.
1969 VW cnmver. Excellent condition.
New Hart standards. 185 em. 268-7767.

4/3
200 USE:D TVs. All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/16
1956 Chevrolet sllltion wagon, 2 door, V-8,
3 speed, HUl'Bt shifter, 255•8332.

7)

l

1

.
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CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

The Committee on Rights and
Responsibilities of Students and Faculty
yesterday created an ad hoc committee
to formulate a policy statement about
the duties of graduate assistants (GA's)
and teaching assistants {TA's).
The GA-T A responsibilities committee
was formed at the recommendation of
the Graduate Student Association
(GSA). '!'he GSA earlier was alarmed
over a statement issued by Vice
President for Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead's office.
The document issued by Travelstead's
office termed TA experience as an
"apprenticeship," and stated, "In the
event an assistant is unable to correct
deficiencies in his work ... , he shall be
provided with a statement of reasons
for his dismissal."
GSA President Bill Pickens objected
to the original document as being
"vague,'' and said it
contained no
concrete dismissal statement.
Travelstead said two weeks ago that
the statement was temporary, and he
issued it to get some feedback.

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4, For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~-TIMES STARTING _ __

RENT-A-

268-4589
Color Avallabte

'i

f

-----1

Lobo photo by thMtcr l,ainter

Real Bargain

Trading stamps, glasses, steak
knives. Now, another great
bargain from your friendly service'
station. This offer is from a
station on Lomas, near
Washington.

Governance group raps
on U standards board

CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish Mm~ts.
Send $1 .ta ROBERTO MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.W. 87102, 4/10

Buc;k's TV Rentals

No. 110

Pickens said yesterday the new
committee will draw up a statement of
"rights and responsibilities of GA's and
TA's, including a method of evaluating
their work, and an appeals procedure."
The recommendation by the GSA
also said GA~s and TA's "should be
judged fairly and given as many
substuntive and procedural safeguards as
is possible in order to insure optimum ·'
operation of the University's educational
process."
After a new document about rights
and responsibilities of GA's and TA's is
drawn up, said Pickens, it must be
approved by the Committee on Rights
and Resp0nsibilities of Students and
Faculty, the faculty, and the Graduate
Committee.
He said he feels the new committee
has -two purposes: to "make sure that
people affected have substantial voice in
the creation of the document," and
that the evaluation procedures of GA's
and T A's includes students who are
taught by the assistants.

full prior to insertion of advertisement

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

ENcLoseo $ - · - - -

.. ' ....

Friday, April 3, 1970

MISCELLANEOUS

$t.oo a day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly P.nte

/

"--~---------' '

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
tERMS: Payment must be made in

'

GA-TA policy will be set

Mike"Kellin Murray Hamilton

501 Yale S.E'.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)

Placement Center has to offer,
"Each year we have a number
of liberal arts majors who come
in late in the year, and say 'We
just heard about you,' and by
that time everything is just
about over," he said.
The Placement Center also
offers recruitment for part-time
and summer jobs. Campbell
advertises for summer jobs for
students through radio,
television, and letters circulated
among chamber of commerce
members.
"Summer jobs are hard to
find, Each summer thousands of
high school and college students
are dumped on the labor market,
and what many of them don't
realize is that jobs don't
materialize just because it is
summer and they are out of
school," he said.
Campbell said he expects the
labor market for college students
to swing upward next year.

Ad hoc committee to outline duties

,

r

"If the students won't come businesses and industries, and
in to interview for jobs, I can't
inviting them to come to the
force them. We send out a campus," the director said.
monthly newsletter to the
The annual report for July 30,
people who are registered with 1968 to June, 1969, shows 4586
us, telling them what is available.
students and alumni registered
We put up posters on the with the Placement Center. The
departmental bulletin boards total placement reported to the
and we keep faculty informed.
center was 3064.
Each September we have a large
"I know there were more than
meeting for all degree that, since frequently people
candidates. I don't know much forget all about us once they
more that we can do," Cambell have a job," Campbell said,
said.
He added that the Placement
Between 500 and 600 Center has "a large amount of
recruiters from industry, literature" on industries and
business, education, and school systems by which
government visit UNM each year, students can inform themselves
and the Placement Center can what an industry or school
handle 12 a day.
system is like.
"Maximum Situation" ·
Not Adequately Informed
"I am working at a maximum
Campbell said · he did not
situation as far as space and think the campus, with the
staff. We got this way several exceptions of engineering,
years ago by writing personnel education, physical sciences, and
directors and other appropriate business administration, was
officers of hundreds of adequately informed of what the

NEW
Vol. 73

Apptitude test

J

particularly, The selection is
stiffer by employers, but I look
for all our engineers to be
placed.
"The field of accounting has
risen in recent years, both in
demand and salaries. Busines~;
administration jobs are harder to
find. It is hard to find jobs for
large numbers of liberal arts
majors," he said.
Campbell blamed the job
situation on the general
economy of the country,
including cuts in defense and
space spending, tight money,
and the uneasy stock market.
He also said fewer students
are signing up for interviews
with job recruiters.
Cancel Interviews
"I have had to cancel
recruiting interviews more than I
like. This year I have cancelled
five or six companies because
they had interview schedules of
three or fewer students.

MEXICO

Students who plan to apply to
a school of medicine, dentistry, or
osteopathy for the class of
1971·72, must apply to take the
medical or dental apptitude test.
The test will be given in May,
and forms arc available in room
290 of the biology building.

Welcome Lobos
For All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

By SUE MAJOR
UNM Placement Center
Director Maxwell H. Campbell
said yesterday he agrees with a
College Press Service (CPS)
report which stated last month
the labor market for college
graduates is down.
"The basic situation looks like
a decrease in the number of job ·
offers. Normally seniors come in
with various job offers and ask
for counseling to decide which
one to take. That hasn't
happened this year," Campbell
said.
The CPS report said
engineering, aerospace, and
liberal arts had been hardest hit
by job shortages. Accounting
and business administration were
less affected, but Campbell
indicated this pattern was not
necessarily true of job recruiting
at UNM.
Engineering Not Hit
"Engineering has not been hit

P(ACED B Y · - - - - - - - - - Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Public Service

For any student who feels desperate during midterms, this could
provide the answer.

A recommendation for the establishment of a University
Standards Board was discussed last night by the Committee
on University Governance, but the final form of the
recommendation was not decided upon by press time.
It was decided a proposal would be made by the
committee to have the Student Standards Committee act as a
University Standards Board until such time as a permanent
board can be created. This would have the effect of giving the
Student_ Standards Committee a dual role for the interirn
period.
The purpose of the board would be to fill the void which
now exists for the rectification of complaints among
members of the academic community. The Committee on
University Governance decided such members would be
defined as faculty, students, and administrators.
The committee also decided their recommendation would
give the board the authority to decide which cases would be
within its jurisdiction, and which should be recommended to
other bodies.
Lengthy debate followed a proposal to give the board
power to make recommendations of appropriate legal
penalties or sanctions, and to censure those found guilty of
wrongdoing. Student Ed Benevidez argued for more power
for the board, and wanted students and faculty to be
considered equally when appearing before the board.

Friday April3, 1970
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Helbing hits U
for second time

PORT ALES (UPI)-Republican
gubernatorial candid~te Step~en
Helbing brought his campaign
to
this
college town
yesterday and said university
professors at Albuquerque were
"expounding petty prejudices
against the American way of life."
Helbing, one of seven
announced GOP gubernatorial
candidates, said UNM professors
should stop "juvenile breast
beating." He said UNM faculty
members were trying to "inflame
the students." ·
It was the second round of
criticism from the candiate aimed
at"'UNM since he announced his
candidacy. He and three other
GOP gubernatorial hopefuls were
due in Clovis later in the day.
Helbing said his criticism was
sparked by a letter to the editor in
The Lobo. He said the letter
"inferred" he had advocated harsh
measures against UNM regents.
"If statements of this kind are
what some faculty members mean
by academic freedom, then it is
time to define the responsibilities
which academic freedom should
entail," Helbing said.
"The taxpayers," Helbing said,
"don't want to see UNM turned
into a propaganda front for the
dissidents and anarchists."

Support Lobo
Advertisers

Instant
Help

.. Many people are
proving that there
is no more immedi·
ate source of help
than God.
Hear Jules Cern,
· C.S., of The
Christian Science
Board of Lecture·
ship explain how
this divine help is
available to you
right now.
Tuesday, April7
7:30P.M.
SUB Room 231 C-E
Sponsored by

Let it be known that just because this column is not on
page two today, it does not mean that the material contained
herein is objective, factual, or in any way intellectual or
principled.
The weather in Albuquerque over the break left much to
be desired, especially when one realized half of UNM's
student population was assaulting the Mazatlan beach in
Mexico. The cheapy tourist who cheated and went to find
nice weather in California got his just desserts (in our case
deserts) and wished he stayed near UNM.
Nowhere except in a grade "C" movie can you expect to
get stranded in a desert while the road disappears and the
winds hit 80 mph. Add a sky darkened to midnight
proportions and infrequent eery signs that spring out of the
ditch reading Altitude -47 Feet and you have "The Naked
Survivors" or some other Warner Bros. special. Otherwise you
have a pathetic picture of an early end to Thursday, March
Jules Cern, of the Christian 26 near Indio, Cal.
The best part of that day was trying to get that last mile
Science Board of Lectureship, will
Jules Cern
speak Tuesday, April 7, at 7 :30 into Indio before they closed the roads to traffic. The only
p.m. in room 231 of the Union.
link with reality came when a station wagon passed at about
four mph and four little kids laughed at us as the camper
blew back and forth and finally up on two wheels for a
couple of seconds. Then they were swallowed by the sand and
the darkness. Fine with us.
Finally, settled in the parking lot of an Indio supermarket
in the camper, we spent the night expecting to fly into the
A new book entitled
Information for the study was ' orange orchard surrounding the lot. Rather it was the orchard
"Paleoecology of an Early gathered by analyzing sediments
that flew into us but vitamin C at two in the morning is a
Pleistocene Lake on the High accumulated in the bottom of an
little hard to take.
Plains of Texas" has been ancient lake, Anderson and his
We got an early start the next morning due to a lull as
published as a memoir of the colleagues determined, from data
ominous
as that in the final scene of "The Birds" that was
Geological Society of America. gathered, that the high plains were
broken
by
a large crash that announced the newest arrival to
The book was edited by Roger colder, windier and drier than
Anderson, professor of geology at today. In general, the climate was
the orchard-an old Chevy pickup truck that lay smoking on
UNM, and co-edited by D. W. much like that of northern
its side with the headlights on while the occupants scrambled
IGrkland, a former UNM student. Nevada today, and the plains were
off the street on hands and knees.
.
The book represents the work covered with sagebrush and oak
"Haven't
had
a
wind
like
that
in
a year," cracked the
of 12 different investigators in a trees. Primitive horses, camels and
study coordinated by Anderson eleph&nts inhabita.ted the land,
filling station attendant a few miles down the road in Palm
over the past eight years. Anderson's studies show.
Springs about 6 a.m.
Anderson contributed five articles
In other parts of the book,
Meanwhile, we were gawking out of the truck looking for
to the study, which is a detailed William Koster of the UNM
movie
stars and wholesome American college kids celebrating
reconstruction of the environment biology department describes the
Easter
at this oasis in the desert but the sand had obviously
&nd climate of the high plains of fossil fishes of the period and
Texas during the last ice age.
William Martin, also a biologist at
taken care of them the night before.
UNM, offers a look at fossil plants
Not wanting to sound like your everyday bandwagon
~~~~~ in the area.
student, I won't complain about the smog but rather I
college
In another section, Anderson
f/J 1
la plante galle1y
and L. H. Koopmans, chairman of will interest all of you to the point of ecstasy with a short
UNM's department of account of the blizzard we ran into in northern Arizona on
~
Fun things from
mathematics and statistics,
~
OldMexico
cooperate to mathematically the way back.
Then we were back home and that was that.
outline the climatic changes. The
~
3009 Central N.E.
study shows the climate altered at
***
least seven times in ten centuries,
I should get a unique insight into the environmental
yet life was able to adapt and
problem when I get some information back from some
flourish.
Anderson is chairman of the strange people in Missouri. While reading the classifieds in a
UNM inter-departmental program vitamin, health-nut magazine, I came across this gem.
in paleocology and is currently on
"Resurrected millions will farm fertile ocean bottoms when
leave of absence doing more work seas are removed by coming whirlwind! Startling! Free.
for the National Science
Foundation. He has recently Write: HARVEST-P. Jefferson City, Mo. 65101." I'm never
developed a device t~t will one to pass up a chance like this.

OKIE'S

104 BEER
Every

Wed. 5-6 PM

Central At University

monitor the environmental
changes in lakes over the next
decade. He hopes to interpret the
ecology of the past and check on
such things as the development of
lake pollution in the future.

***

.. The second part of this year's Mirage will be held up
indefinitely by the thoughtful Greeks on campus. (For the
uninformed, the Mirage is sort of a year book, and greeks are
members ofUNM's money clubs). Representatives from these
money clubs constantly ignore pleas from the Mirage editor
to come and make identification of group photos. If the
Mirage is printed without these identifications there is no
telling what bedlam will follow when students' parents find
their offspring have not been treated properly here.

Sunday

''Charcoal Specialties"

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
For Students, Faculty and Staff
ll:OO AM

CANTERBURY CHAPEl

Invites you to enjoy FREE
an order of Suzy-Q French
Fries with an)1 of our charcoal broiled sandwiches.

(

OPEN SUN.-THURS. 11-11
"ORDERS TO GO',

.,
Bring this coupon for your
FREE order of
Suzy.Q French Fries

Support Lobo
Advertisers

University & Ash

Prospects 'weaken' for Washington march
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Carl
Mcintire charged Thursday that
meddling by White House
"underlings" had hurt prospects
for a big turnout Saturday to
protest President Nixon's failure
to seek a military victory in
Vietnam.
But the fundamentalist radio

Washington head
asks contract end

UNM sophomore Shari Lewis
will play the lead woman's role in
the world premiere of Donizetti's
"Opera: Italian Style", April 9 in
Popejoy Hall, The performance is
to help the Santa Fe Opera and
Albuquerque Opera Guild pay off
a debt.

Premiere

UNM Opera Studio
to perform Don·izetta
UNM student singers will
premiere two operas Thursday,
April 9, at a benefit for the Santa
Fe Opera.
The UNM Opera Studio, under
the direction of Thomas Phillips,
will offer the world premier of
Donizetti's "Opera: Italian Style"
and the Albuquerque first run of
Cimarosa's "The Music Master."
Tickets are available at the
Popejoy Hall Box Office and from
members of the Albuquerque
Opera Guild.
Proceeds from the operas will
go to the Albuquerque Opera
Guild to help the Santa Fe Opera
meet debts. The show is part of a
week-long series of benefits for
the opera company. In .addition,
the performance is scheduled to
stimulate off-season opera
attendance in Albuquerque and
encourage participation in the
summer Santa. Fe season.
The program is "opera for
those who hate opera as well as
those who love it,'' Phillips
explained. Both works are
parodies, but paradies with a
touch of love.
Phillips translated a new version
of the Cimarosa work for the
program, and he collated four
versions of the Donizetti opera to
come up with the finished

product.
Both operas are
stud ent·produced, staged, and
costumed. In addition, all but two
parts in the works will be sung by
UNM students. Because of an
illness of one student, Phillips will
play the music master role. The
other non-student singer is physics
professor John Green.

SEATTLE (CPS)-The
University of Washington "has no
plan$ to ep.ter into any additional
contracts for intercollegi&te sports
events with Brigham Young
University (BYU)," Acting
President John Hogness has
announced,
Hogness s&id he takes seriously
charges that the University is
racist because of its sports
affiliation with BYU and he
intends "to move quickly into an
assessment of this allegation. We
are determined that this
University be free of racism."
The administration
announcement comes after a week
of student demonstrations, some
of them violent, against Brigham
Young, a school run by the
Mormon Church which prohibits
black persons from entering the
highest level of the priesthood
because of race.
"Consistent with present
Department of Sports policy, no
student is required to participate
in any athletic event with any
institution if he objects to
participation as a matter of
conscience," Hogness added. The
University will honor present
athletic commitments to BYU
running through the next
academic year.
BYU President Ernest L.
Wilkinson has asked for a hearing
before a final decision on severing
relations is made,
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La Plante Gallery
(Next to Lobo Theatre)
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Support an
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COUPON
Good with any of our charco;al,
broiled sandwiches.

For in·formation, call277-4609

Don Alberts, Chairman

Sat. & Sun.
Hamburgers 15¢
Eat in our large dining room or take it-home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

0 New I Four special courses
in music at Teton Village,
Wyoming.
July 20 to Aug, 28.
Nome _____________________
Add coso _ _ __

CiiY•---------------

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-74HJ
5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

State'---~

_ZIP•----

f.lNIVERSITY if ~~;~}~~
. A), I,
PENNSYL ~r.4NIA {r.y~;,'J)'!
Summer Sessions ,,, .·.
Room ISC, College Hall
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

•

IS

THIS?
yoUr hag

More than 3500 Franciscan priests and brothers are in far-flung missions around the world,
others are conducting parishes or teaching in
schools or universities; others are in home
mission territories.

AN

59¢

Reach out, expand your world of people
and ideas at the University of Pennsylvania Summer Sessions. Over 290
courses, from Archaeology to Zoology,
offer credit toward an undergraduate,
graduate or professional degree.
For complete Information, mail this
coupon today.

Yet, after "leveling" with themselves they discovered that they were "up tight" and wanted
to follow in the steps of St. Francis of Assisi
who more than 700 years ago decided to "do
his own thing."

EXTRAORDINARY
LIGHT SHOW

Friday Fish Dinner

first."
The White House wrote the
erroneous letter in response to
letters from Mcintire's followers
saying they would be coming
to town for the demonstration
and protesting Nixon's phased
withdrawal from Vietnam.

You're not alone! More than 3500 others have
searched asking the same question . • . "is
this my bag?"

......
...

COUNTRY BARN

preacher said he stood by an
earlier prediction that at least
100,000 persons would take
part in his March for Victory
and rally, duplicating the route
of the Nov. 15 moratorium
prot~o>st demonstratio(!. here.
Mcintire was sharply critical
of Nix on's failure to seek
military victory in Vietnam,
but told newsmen he did not
hold the President personally
responsible for an incorrect
White House letter telling
. supporters of the march that it
had been postponed.
"We do not accuse the
President," Mcintire said. "But
some of his underlings have
done a deed that has been
damaging and aided the cause
of the Communists."
A White House aid, Noble
M. Melencamp, signed the
letters saying the April 4
march plans had been
postponed by Mcintire. A
second letter was sent from the
White House saying the m&rch
w&s on, but Mcintire said it
was "almost &s b&d as the

Perhaps you've never given much thought to
WHAT "your bag" really is!

Ring Day
Faculty and Students!
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'Underlings' hurt protest

Geologists collaborate
on paleoecology book

AtThe Univ. of N.M.
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CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
r ORGANIZATION

FRI.-SAT. 11-12

Friday, April 3, 1970

A representative of the
L. G. Balfour Co,

will be in the

associated
students
bookstore
on
Wednesday, AprilS.
~- Fittings and orders
will be taken.
$10 deposit required

They have one thing in common . . • they're
all telling it like it is!
IS THIS YOUR BAG!
If you'd like to find out, fill in this coupon for
more information.
Franciscan Vocation Office
Post Office Box 1983
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

I would like to find out whether or not the Franciscan
priesthood or brotherhood is "my bag."
Name -------------------------------------Address

City
State
Phone No.

-~-~---Age---

Year _ __
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~-tfijackers
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make demands

To:

The STUDENT STORE

Uart education
betters program

1907 South Catalina Avenue
Redondo Beach, California 90277
From:

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IJUA
A
Bowl of Chili ........ 29¢
Tamales ............ 29¢
Enchiladas
meat or cheese .... 27¢
2 for 43¢

Burros red or green
with bean ......... 24¢
with meat ......... 48¢
combination· ...... 48¢

Combination Pate
87¢
Open Mon.-Fri.
11-11
.... _
-sat. 11-9:3f'l'u- - sun. 11-10
1830 lomas Blvd. NE
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While we were talking with two Lobo football
recruits last weekend, we made a mistake. A Lobo track
guy happened to walk by and we made the mistake of
asking him what the dorm was serving for lunch that
day. He replied, in so many words, that . the food was
terrible. To set the record straight and not leave the
recruits with the wrong impression, we'll say the dorm
food is pretty good. But like most things, Octaws, it
gets monotonous after a while and starts tasting the
same.
The Lobo football staff has scored one "biggie" but
has lost another one in the recruiting war so far. Coach
Rudy Feldman's staff has signed Robert Lee Williams,
former Albuquerque High great who is genemlly
acknowledged as the best running back in New Mexico
prep history. But the Lobo coaching staff has failed to
sign Clovis standout Lewis Thomas. Thomas, a 6-5 215
lb. quarterback, announced last week that he would

The baseball team to beat in the WAC's Southern
Division· this -season appears to be Arizona (21-7),
followed by UNM (14-5); and Arizona State (14-10).
ASU was the pre-season favorite but they now appear
doomed. Their pitching has been good but their support
at the plate has been mostly celebml.
Spring training for the major leagues ended
Wednesday and the teams began heading for home. A
van line loaded the Pilots' equipment at Phoenix to
haul to the Pilots' home base. But late yesterday,
nobody knew where "home" was. A van lines official
said if no word was received by this afternoon, "we
will just start driving north. When the word comes, we
will veer left to Seattle, or right to Milwaukee ... "
The pro basketball bonus figures have always been
hard for me to believe. Now a wire service story
datelined Las Cruces has been released which says the
Chicago Bulls have pledged $600,000 to Jimmy Collins
for inking his NBA pact. They've got to be putting us
on. The entire town of Las Cruces is hardly worth
$600,000.

Yesterdays
box score
New Mexico
Reyes ss
Barnhill, If
Faford, rf
Daniels, fr
Wicks, c
Laub, c
Minarsich, 3b
Schwaalb 2b
Ruth, 1
Jacobs, p
Armendadz, p
Sims, p
Garcm, ph.
Kremmel, p
Totals

ab
5
4
4
0
4
4
3
2
4
1
1
0
1
0
33

Tulsa

ab r
5 0
5 0
5 0
4 1
3 1
5 1
3 0
3 3
1 0
0 0
1 0
2 0
37 6

~Vhi taker,

If

Jenkins, cf
Caves, 1b
Rogers, 3b
Byrd, rf
Adams, 2b
Honeycutt, ss
Klahr c
Minerlck, ph
Eslick, c
Rogers, p
Rowe, p
Totals

Tulsa edges Lobos, 6-5
The Lo bos dropped their
second straight decision
yesterday, the loss at the hands
of a highly ranked Tulsa team,
~-
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NEW!
Wollensak 6150 stereo tape deck
for professional recordings!

§

AMBERGBJS.

• Powerful pre-amplifiers with fixed and controlled outputs
• Two-motor drive • Open front threading
·

}

It's the stuff they add to the
world's most expensive perfumes,
For the world's most elCpenslve
women.
It's also the name of a new group
and a new music. Nine of the
weightiest muslelans ever
together. Blowtng as one.

Tulsa 001 014 000-6 12 0
New Mexico 000 050 OOo-5 8 3

AUTHORITY
THE1970 ...,

WORLD

ALMANAC
.. ,.o •oo• Or

The Lobos now take their
14·6 record into a three-game,
non-conference .series with the
Wyoming Cowboys, a single
game on Friday afternoon and
a doubleheader Saturday,
The Lobo freshman team has
its first game on Saturday
against Trinidad Junior College
on the practice field adjacent
to the main diamond.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for

THE COLLEGE MAN

Now on Sal

2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265-6631

Everywhere

Fidelity Union life Insurance Co.

also available in hard cover
& Co.,

). =.·

Living With Your Head In The Books?

. "'

·,

Armando Reyes (5) hits the
dirt after flipping the ball to
second baseman Glen Schwaal
after fielding a grounder near
second. The play was good for
a force out as Schwaal's relay
to first was not in time for
the double play,

~

• 3 ffeads
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It's Larry Harlow, Jerry Weiss,
Charl!e Camilleri, Harry Max,
JiMmy Maeulen, Billy Shay, Lewis
Xahn, Glenn John Miller and
Gil Fields.

It's whale rock. Young, soullul,
spirited. Original.

LYCEUM LEARNING

AMBERGBJS.

AMBERGRIS,

a.m.

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS

'

It's also the n(lme of !heir first
album.
·
On Paramount records and tapell.

You Can
Read Faster
Call
Comprehend More
Ann or
Write Better Papers
Pam
Improve Your Study Skills 265-6761
Retain More
CLASSES START
April I I, 9:00
Take Better Notes
Tues., April 14, 3:30 p.m.
Sat.,

Their t::ollectlve working
experience? Very deep. Moynard
Ferguson, Tito Rodriguez, Blood,
Sweat & Tears, Orchestra Harlow,
Mochi!o, The Latin Dimension,
Lionel Hampton, 'Eddie Palmieri,

AMBERGmS.

• PA5·5014

1916 Central SE

open 11 AM 'til11 PM

PARAMOUNT RECORDS

tt dlvl•lon 1>f

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPOMTION
A GULF+ WESTERN OMPANY

h bi
2 0
0 0
3 1
0 0
1 1
1 1
1 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 o...
0 o.
8 5
h bl
2 1
1 1
0 0
2 0
1 0
2 1
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 1
12 5

$1.95
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0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
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• Exclusive electra·dynamic braking
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The "Arizona Republic" reports that Harv Schmidt,
er L b
·t t · b ·
'd d
h
0 0 assls an .' IS
orm
emg cons1 ere as new coac
for the Phoenix Suns. Schmidt coached Illinois to a
.second.-place. finish in -the Big Ten this season.
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TEAMSTERS--The Teamsters union and the trucking industry
announced tentative agreement Thursday on the issue of pay.
The union called on striking members to return to work. More than
200 local strikes by Teamsters have occurred across the nation since a
contract expired Tuesday midnight without agreement.
The settlement on wages affects 450,000 truck drivers and 12,000
trucking firms. Details of the settlement will be announced after votes
by various locals.

Odds and end's

Force Out
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PHONE (505) 268·4227
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Settlements reached in disputes.

Film-making by grade school
children, lithography for high
school students, and the use of
closed-circuit television to Jet art
TALKS--The North Vietnamese and Viet Cong negotiators at the
education students take a look at Paris peace talks called on the peoples of Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam
their developing teaching to unite against what they called American "aggressive designs."
techniques are part of a
The prepared statement came in response to the French appeal for a
broadened art education program general conference on Indochina to neutralize the entire area.
at UNM.
The department under its new
ANTI-WAR-Massachusetts Republican Gov. Francis W. Sargent
chairman, Donald Mcintosh, has Thursday signed into law legislation challenging the constitutionality of
revised its operation in other the Vietnam War. The law carries an emergency clause and takes effect
ways. Groups of UNM immediately.
student-teachers, for instance, are
The statute authorizes Massachusetts servicemen to refuse combat
manning art centers in two duty in the absence of a congressional declaration of war.
Albuquerque BChools where, by
The ultimate purpose of the legislation is to force the Supreme Court
concentrating people and to rule on the constitutionality of the war.
equipment, art instruction can be
given at a more intensive level.
MIDEAST-Israeli and Syrian forces fought furiously on land and in
Unlike UNM's art department, the air Thursday along a 50-mile front. It was their biggest battle since
which trains prospective artists, the June, 1967 war.
the art education department
The battle raged for 7 1h hours all along the Golan Heights, the
trains art teachel'!rboth majors cease-fire line forming the border between Israeli-occupied territory and
who plan to become art teachers, Syria.
and elementary majors who will
teach art along with other
VIETNAM-Death tolls following three-day Communist offensive:
subjects.
American-65; South Vietnamese-200; Viet Cong-800.
The atmosphere of UNM's
Saturday morning art classes for
LAOS-Prince Souvanna Phouma, announced Thursday that North
children reflects the department's Vietnamese troops must withdraw from Laos before he will call for a
approach to art. This program was halt of U.S. bombing raids.
restarted this spring under the
In a five•point peace proposal presented to Souvanna March 22, the
direction of Prof. James Waldie, Communists demanded that American warplanes halt all raids over Laos
on exchange from Canada, and as a prerequisite to beginning the talks.
with the support of Dan Chavez,
Souvanna replied, "If we will negotiate, there must be no
assistant director, continuing preconditions. We cannot accept a bombing halt unless the North
education.
Vietnamese withdraw.
This approach to art gives the
child opportunity to enjoy and
express himself. The result in
terms of whether the output is
"good art" or "bad art" isn't as
WASHINGTON-Ben. Joseph M. Montoya Thursday joined the ranks
important as the students'
of anti·Carswell forces, diminishing to 14 the numbers of senators
aesthestic experience, Mcintosh
uncommitted on the effort to doom the nomination of G. Harrold
believes, because there are no
Carswell to the Supreme Court, by sending it back to the Senate
absolute rules for judging art.
Judiciary Committee on Monday.
A UPI check showed 40 senators committed to vote to resubmit the
nomination, 42 opposed, four likely to be absent and the balance held
by eight uncommitted Democrats and six uncommitted Republicans.
In related action, Sen. Barry M. Goldwater, in a speech prepared for
Senate delivery, charged opponents of Carswell with "Neo-Mc·
Carthyism."
The Arizona Republican said, "The entire movement against Judge
Carswell is founded on a persistent pattern of falsehood, emotional
snap reactions, and gripes by disgruntled lawyers,"
GIFTS MA.GNIFIQUE!
Meanwhile, at Rutgers University, the Rev. Ralph David Abernathy
-La Plante Gallery •
called for the defeat of Judge Carswell, claiming that he was "not even
as good as" Judge Clement F. Haynsworth, President Nixon's first
3009 Central N.E.
choice for the Supreme Court seat.
Abernathy, head of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,
told the students, "He must be defeated."
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WASHINGTON-Government and postal union negotiators agreed
Thursday on a 6 percent wage increase for all federal workers to be
followed by an additional 8 percent raise for postal workers if they can
agree on reorganization of the mail service.
President Nixon immediately anno~nced he would send a message to
j
Congress Friday asking for the 6 percent increase and submitting a
}.
"pay-as-you-go" plan to finance it. Congress must approye_~~se~_f!Jr _!lll .... _...!,.
federal employes.
... ·- -· ...
-· . . - - - r
The 6 percent raise for all federal employes, including the military,
would be retroactive to Dec. 27.
.
The agreement came after eight days of negotiations that began after
postal workers, forbidden by law to strike, walked off their jobs.
P ATCO-An agreement was also reached Thursday between the
government and air traffic controllers, before a federal judge, that they
hoped would end the nine-day "sick-out" that has tangled the nation's
air traffic.
After the meeting with U.S. District Judge George L. Hart, all parties
(government and leaders of Professional Air Traffic Controllers
Organization-PATCO) had agreed to a series of steps to get the
controllers back on the job.

attend UCLA. The case of a highly-publicized
quarterback from Clovis spurning UNM is nothing new.
A few years ago, Wildcat quarterback Dickie Johnston
turned down an offer from UNM in favor of one from
University of Texas. Johnson was a big bust though. He
went down there and didn't do much at all. But Lewis
Thomas is different. Thomas has the size, speed, and
intelligence to become an outstanding college
quarterback. Look for him to achieve stardom with the
Bruins.

Montoya joins Carswell opponents
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WORLD NEWS

Wars rage on ... spread

9~------------ ZIP - - - - - - -

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Chiliburgers

sports
fortune
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member of the Japanes!l incidents in aviation history.
Parliament, to go along also, The flight had been in power
South Korean Defense Minister of the radical Japanese Red
Chung Nae·Hiuk said Abe Army students for 77 hours at
should not be allowed to go.
10:34 p.m. (EST) Thursday,
The negotiations continued,
Information reaching the
Abe was flown to Seoul Japanese foreign ministry in
from Tokyo because the Tokyo said the hijackers and
hijackers had originally South Korean officials had
demanded him as a person who agreed on three points:
could verify that Yamnra w.caa.s..s---==T:L:he-ai.w~--00-mG-vOO-
really the vice minister for to takeoff position for North
transportation. They said Abe Korea,
was the only person they
-Passengers baggage is to be
would accept to vouch for removed from the cargo holds.
Yamamura.
-Finy of the passengers are
Longest Incident
to leave the plane at which
The hijacking of the Japan time Y amamura will board the
Air Lines Boeing 7 27 was one aircraft. Then the other 50 will
of the longest hijacking be freed.
The plane has been on the
runway of Seoul's Kimpo
Airport since Tuesday·
FIGHT INFLATION - DISCOUNT STEREO LP'S
afternoon, landing here eight
$4.98 Stereo Alblims-only $3.00hours after it was hijacked
during
a flight from Tokyo to
Moil this coupon now f<>r your frMJ list of Popular Rock, F<>lk, & Blues,
Fukuoka in southern Japan,

Focto,y Sealed ~ Guaranteed Albums-
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NEW

Japanese students seize plane in Korea

SEOUL (UPI)-Radical
student hijackers of a Japanese
jetliner demanded two Japanese
officials as hostages Friday for·
the release of 104 persons held
inside the plane and official
permission to fly on . to
communist North Korea.
Both sides had earlier agreed
that Japan's vice minister for
transportatio'n, Shiniuro
Y amamura, wouid accompany
the hijackers to North Korea if
they released the plane's 100
passengers and four
stewardesses.
At noon Friday, however,
the hijackers told South Korean
oft'icials that they demanded
Sukeya Abe, a Socialist
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time r11n. If ad is to

WHERE: Jo11rnalism Buildinsr. Room
159, afternoons Preferably or mail,

run five or more consecutive dpys with

no changes the l'ate Ia reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in tull prior to insertion of advertisement.
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Ca1npus ':lriefs
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Chamber orchestra
New Mexico seniors who have.
10 scholarships
The University Chamber
The Chino Mines Division of indicated an interest in UNM.
Orchestra will perform its third Kennecott Copper Corporation, While on campus, they will have
SENIOR-Be sure to have :your cla&s pic1)
PERSONALS
concert of the season Sunday, Hurley, N.M., each year makes opportunities to visit with
ture taken for the MIJ'Uir<;>. No chargel'HE TURNING POINT-{Joemic light
three POIIeo, three prints. Pictures taken
April
5, at 4 p.m. hi the Recital available 10 scholarships of $500 University officials, faculty, and
show. 625 Wellesley SE. Friday & Satur•
at UNM Photo. Service. Call 277·6743 to
Hall.
day, 8·11. 4/8
·
schedule.
each for students in Southwestern student leaders, and to tour
classrooms, residence halls, and
Kurt
Frederick
will
conduct
a
Colleges and universities.
ENVIRONMENTAL TEACH·IN wants to
2)
LOST&FOUND
tape Pete S-era "God Bless The Glasa"
other facilities,
program of Mozart's Eine Kleine
The
16th
annual
awards
will
be
album. If :you have it, please call Lin at
LOST: "Toko"-Malamutiah shepherd on Nachtmusic, Peter Warlock's
Senior women will be guests of
presented in the spring of 1970
265·1056.
3/25. · Black and white, :yo11ng, 842·9068.
Suite
and
the
Capricorn
City
and College Panhellenic at an
Caprio!
4/8
for the 1971 school year.
ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS: Mirage
8 a.m. breakfast at La Posada
needs picture identification on groUp
LOSE SOMETHING 7 To find it, try Concerto by Samuel Barber.
Aw.ards
are
open
to
American
shots. Rm. 205 .Tournalism Bldg. Irn·
Lobo Classified Ada,
.
Guest conductor for VivaldFs · citizens presently enrolled in a Dining Room in the new
· ·mediately.
BE SURE to check the Lost & Found Concerto for Two Violoncelli will
·
participating college who have commons building.
LONEL¥7 NEED A LISTENER? Per·
service in the lobby of the SUB for
Registration
for
all
seniors
will
be
Gilberta
Orellana,
applied
sonnl, marital, family problems~ United
completed (or are completing) at
your lost items.
Ministries Counseling Service, 1800 Sig...
music student at UNM from San least one full year of academic open at 9 a.m. in the Kiva where
mn Chi NE 247·2720.
5)
FORSALE
at 9:30 they will be greeted by.
Salvador, El Salvador. John Smith . work.
WAN'rED To BUY: small Yamaha or
SUPER SALE: Skis-Head Comp., Dy. and Greg Mathews will be soloists.
UNM President Ferrel Heady;
The
scholarship
committee
of
Honda. Around $160 or 300 hamburbcrs.
namic, Kastle. $40·$140. Boots-Lang
Academic
Vice President Chester
Jack at Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE.
Soloists
in
the
Capricorn
$6o. 10 speed-French, 23 lbs., less than
each participating college will
4/8
one :year old-$65. Plymouth Roadrunner Concerto will be David Wolfe
Travelstead;
Harold Lavender, vice
nominate candidates for the
about $2000. Jeff, Kirk, or Albert. 208
DANCE-1\UME·SENSITIVITY Training.
flute; Peggy McCreary, oboe, and awards and these nominations president for student affairs; Ron
Vnssar
SE.
842·9068.
4/3
625 Wellesly SE. Call 256-0114. 4/8
1959 RENAULT. Rebuilt Engine, All new Alan Eberhardt, trumpet,
must be in the hands of the Cu'l'i'y, ASUNM president; Charles
l'HUNDERBIRD CONTRIBUTORS: All
parts. Good condition. 898·3885. 4/8
Tickets are $1 and are available Kennecott scholarship committee Roberts, dean of men, and Karen
written work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked up at rm. 158 Journal·
1961 FORD Wagon. R/H. Good tires, at the music department office or
not later than April 30, 1970, Glaser, associate dean of women.
ism Bldg.
Needs work. 247·2565. 4/8
at the box office before the Award winners will be notified
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
1968 VW Sedan deluxe, excellent condition. performance. Season orchestra
May 15, 1970.
All art works may now be picked np at
Original owner. $1495.00. 255·2162. 4/8,
tickets can also be used. Students
rm. 205 Journalism Bldg., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
1969 VW camper. Excellent condition. are admitted without charge.
LA PLANTE GALLERY
Senior day
New Hart standards. 186 em. 268·7767.
Saturday, April 4, is High
3009 CENTRAL N.E.
4/3
School Senior Day at the
New
faculty
200
USED
TV
s.
All
style.<.~.
$15
up.
441
Quaint/
~RENT-AWyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/16
F. Chris Garcia has been University.
u.oo a day
Invitations to visit campus
1956 Chevrolet station wagon, 2 door, V·S, appointed to the faculty of
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
3 speed, Hurst shifter, 256·8332. 4/3
No Deposit
.Saturday have been sent to all
UNM's
department
of
political
Lower Monthly Rate
science, and to the staff of the
7)
MISCELLANEOUS
Buck's TV Rentals
division of government research at
Held
CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish songs, UNM's Institute for Social
268-4589
Send $1 to ROBERTO MONDRAGON,
Color Availab!e
610 11th N.w. 87102,4/17
Research and Development.
NEW THEATRE • IN THE MALL ,
The appointment is for the
'WYOMING BLVD., N.E. &
RD.· zgs.s:;os
. MENAUL
.
1970·71 academic year. Garcia is
Graduate interviews
PRE·MEO STUDENTS
Feature at 7:30 & lO:oo-children's Rates at All Shows
Interviews for graduate social a native of Albuquerque working
Study in Anatomy conducted at, •.
for his doctorate at the University
work""frill~e given by Dr. Horace
of
California at Davis.
W. Lundberg, dean of the
Guild Arts Theatre
His
fields of specialization
graduate school of social service
3405 Central N.E.
include
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WHY DID 13 WOMEN·WILLINGLY
OPEN THEIR DOORS TO THE
BOSTON STRANGLER?
THIS IS A TRUE AND
REMARKABLE MOTION
PIC~URE.

Cary Grant
Raymond Massey
Jack Carson
Peter Lorre
Priscilla Lane
Josephine Hull

There are 15 fellowships
available to minority groups for
the masters program in hospital
administration at the University
of Colorado Medical Center.
The announcement of the
fellowship availability cited a need
for American Indians in hospital
administrative positions.
Acceptance of applications will
end early in April. Interested
students are urged to contact the
director of health administration,
University of Colorado Medical
Center, 4200 East 9th Ave.,
Denver, Colo., 80220, or call
(202) 394-7594.

Helbing, House minority leader, called academic freedom "relative "
and said it "varies from one institution to another."
'
" Balco~b ~aid. academic freedom is "a nebulous term " but added:
For an mstJtutwn to be worth anythin_g it must be liberal enough so all
'
·
ideas can be heard and said."
"Academic freedom implies academic discipline self-discipline by
the instructor in what he teaches "Clear said
'
Grant said academic freedo~ is the "m~st important thing at an
academy," and former House Speaker King said under academic
freedom "everyone has a responsibility."
The candidates were asked if Stokely Carmichael the Chicago Seven
and oth~rs with similar political icleas should be ~llowed to speak o~
campus 1f sponsored by the Speakers Committee. .
Daniels answered that everyone should be allowed to speak "unless
they are open revolutionaries against the country."
Helbing said he is "against those who advocate the overthrow of the
go~,ern~n:ent" being allowed to speak on campus.
I th1.nk anyone w,~o ~ares to speak has the right to speak under
proper circumstances, sa1d Hartman. He defined proper circumstances
as "<;~verall gui~elines which need to be set up."
.
Kmg also sa1d he would follow Universit> guidelines in the matter
''Any person who is invtted should be allowed to speak. I 'am
personally opposed to licensing to advocate the overthrow of the
system, but the only way to learn what people have in mind is to listen
to them," Balcomb said.
"Everyone should be allowed to speak. I believe in freedom of
speech. I disagree violently with booing someone off'' Clear said
Sceresse said anyone should be allowed to speak '"except th~se who
violate the rights of others or who break the law."
The candidates were also asked if they approved of the use of tax
money for undercover agents in schools and on campuses.
:•we should have a narcotics division of the state police which would
pomt out the danger of drugs to the schools in an educational manner"
King said.
'
Sceresse said he would not debate whether or not certain drugs
should be legalized, and reminded the audience that "Jaw officers are
charged with the duty to do something about drugs,"
"I don't want my child subjected to narcotics in school and we must
do anything to attack the problem," Clear answered.
'
Grant said he proposed to eliminate half the state's revenue "so we
won't have the money to spend on things that aren't absolutely
necessary."
Daniels said if he were governor he would give "strong
consid~ation" to putting a graduate stud~nt on the board of regents as
an advtsory member. Grant agreed with the ide;~, but suggested the
student be elected.
'"
Scen;sse ~nd Helbin~ ;over: asked wh.en th~y were going to stop using
the Umvers1ty as a pohtJcal1ssue. Helbmg sa1d the University could not
be insulated from the political climate. Sceresse answered: "If you want
to take away ihe University as a political issue, tell your friends to
behave."
Helbing said that as governor he would "serve notice" that he would
not tolerate disturbances on the state's campuses. "Our institutions of
higher learning are for education, not revolution "he said.
·;
. CI~ar indicated he is concerned with the "in~easing crime rate," and
sa1d If he were elected governor, he would set up independent judicial
districts to handle criminal cases only.
Balcomb said his purpose in running for governor "is to do what I
can to preserve what we have and to add to that which is good."
Grant called for "a reversal of the current direction society is
taking."
."The real issues are life, stability, and taking care of the planet," he
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A brilliant comedy
based an the story of
two dear old ladi.,.
who have the zany
desire to end the existenttt at all lc>nesome old men. Lured into thoir home under
the guise of renting room•, the men meet their demise by means of o friendly gloss of
elderberry wine liberally spiked with nr-senic.
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Eddie Benavidez, a junior in political
science, officially declared his candidacy
for ASUNM president last night at the
International Center.
Benavidez, who serves on the Faculty
Committee on the Rights and
Responsibilities of Students and Faculty,
favored "an all-University governmental
system based on equal rights and
·responsibilities for students and faculty."
Favoring "student involvement in all
levels of policy making," Benavidez
proposed "an all-Unive1-sity legislative body
composed of equal faculty and student
representation to legislate in those areas
which involve the entire University."
Benavidez hopes to "improve the
University's image in the community,
particularly that of the student." He wants
to ex:pand the UNM Truth Squad, which
travels through the state as public relations
I
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Ed Balcomb

Bencividez seeks ASU N M post
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Outlines goals if elected president
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Ulysses S. Grant

Hartman sa!d academic freedom "applies to all equally. It brings
about academ1c responsibility, General guidelines should be set up by
gr<;JUP~ such as yours (the AAUP). But you have to keep within the
gUJdehnes once they are set."

From th1 das>ie
Broadway play by
Joseph
Kesselring.
Produced and Di·
reeled
by
Fronk
Capra.

Minority Fellowships

Democratic candiates Bruce King Alexander Sceresse and Jack
Daniels, and Republican candidates Ed Hartman Ed )3al~omb Tom
Clear, Steve Helbing, and Ulysses S. Grant discussed academic fre~dom
policies on inviting speakers to campus, and other issues.
'
Scer~sse, district . attorney for nine years, said he did not think
academic freedom mcluded ' freedom to disrupt ROTC classes to
attempt to seize the president's house, to assault students with foul
words, to plant bombs under buildings, or to disrupt speeeches.
"Acad~m\c ~eedom. m';~t be fostered and preserved, but it stops
where cr1mmahty begins, Sceresse said, adding that "over-liberal"
people dominate the University.

V\1

Junior recital
JOE TURNEY

. Eight .New. Mexico %ubernatorial candidates discussed campaign
Issues Fr1day m the Umon Theater in a question and answer session
sponsored by the American Association of University Professor
(AAUP).
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Ronald Shinn, applied piano
student from Gallup, will present
a junior recital, April 17 at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall.
Shinn's program includes
compositions by Beethoven,
Schoenberg, Schumann, and
Debussy.
Admission is free.

discuss campaign
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Ed Benavidez

team for the University.
Benavidez, who worked with the
Student Lobby in Santa Fe, favors "a state
program for student loans, ·and for
continuance of the college Enrichment .;.
Program or Upward Bound".
Benavidez proposed expansion of the
Drop-In Center at Albuquerque High
School to other high schools in the state. "I
feel that an extension of the Drop-In
Centers to the other high schools will
expand their purposes and will be a vital
step in bridging the communications gap
with the community," he said.
Benavidez stated that his program would
include "improving the sense of
community on campus." He favors "a
,council of majors in each department. This
council would consider problems of
curriculum, and what is lacking in their
departments."

